AINA Vehicle Charger
The AINA Vehicle Charger is a charging cradle specially designed
for AINA PTT Voice Responder users who are looking for a
safe and simple way of using their Bluetooth speaker mic while
driving.

KEY BENEFITS
DESIGN
Designed for the use in light, medium or heavy duty trucks and
construction vehicles, the AINA Vehicle Charger provides a safe and
user friendly location for the AINA Voice Responder.
•
•
•

Simulates the same movement to take out and put back the mic
that drivers are used to from old CB radio mics
Keeps the Voice Responder stable even during heavy vibrations
Lanyard provides additional safety to recover device when
dropped

SOLVING CUSTOMER PROBLEMS
COMPATIBILITY
Compatible with all major mount
manufacturers, the AINA Vehicle
Charger can easily be installed
alongside any tablet or mobile
phone holder.
• Use integrated solutions
provided by major mount
manufacturers
• Use splitter bars to extend
your existing tablet mount
• Install directly to the dash
• Use any standard AMPs
hole pattern or male ¼”-20
threaded steel stud
• Connected through a
standard 5V male USB
connector

Q: Where do I put my Bluetooth Remote Speaker Mic (RSM)
while driving?
A: Place the vehicle charger cradle in a location where you can
pick it up without bending or changing your driving position to
be compliant with driving regulations.
Q: How can I make sure my RSM is always charged?
A: Don’t worry about needing to charge your RSM anymore! It’s
being charged continuously as soon as you place it into the
cradle and will still transmit any incoming communication
while charging.
Q: Don’t RSM micro-USB ports break over time?
A: Through the charging contacts on the back of the AINA Voice
Responder, the micro-USB port is not used anymore which
reduces device failure rates significantly.
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